HOW TO USE THE VIRTUAL PLATFORM

What you’ll need to have, and what you need to do:

- Our platform uses **YouTube streams** for viewing sessions, and **Zoom** for presenting/chairing in sessions. Make sure you are **connecting via a network that allows YouTube and Zoom usage**. Several company and institutional networks use firewalls: if you are behind a firewall, we suggest you prefer to attend the conference from another network.

- **Sufficient internet bandwidth.** A connection of least 2Mbps is needed to attend the Conference, and at least 8Mbps of **wired** internet is needed for speakers and chairs.

- Make sure that **no other software** (such as Skype, Viber, GoToMeeting, etc) **is using your camera and/or microphone at that time**.

For best results, we suggest:

- Using the **Google Chrome** browser
- Using a **desktop computer**, best with a **large monitor**
- **Connection** via **private network**
You will be able to access the platform several days before the Conference to log in and see how it works. The day of the Conference, you will be able to log in 1 hour before it begins.

* Login credentials (e-mail/pin) are sent via email a few days before the Conference begins.
Choose your camera and microphone. If you have more than one, choose the one you shall use during the Conference.

Turning on and using your camera and microphone is not mandatory in order to attend the Conference; it does, however, optimize the experience, since it will allow you to virtually "mingle" amongst fellow attendees.

Fill in or correct your contact details at the Event Checkin Panel.

* Click Update and Close at the very bottom of the Event Check-in panel when you're all set!
INSTRUCTIONS

GETTING AROUND THE MAIN HALL

- Revisit your profile and audio/video settings by clicking here.
- You can access submitted Poster Resources by clicking on the E-Posters button.
- Click here to collect your E-Bag, which is an archive of useful Conference documents that we have prepared for you!
- If you face any technical difficulties, feel free to contact our staff by starting a Live Support request, by clicking here.
- You can access the Scientific Program by clicking on the Session Halls banner.
- Click here to visit the Congress Exhibitors.
- Connect and chat with your colleagues using the Meeting Hub feature!
- AIRTouch is a powerful virtual device: Shortcuts to all the features available on the OnAir platform can be found here!
Clicking on a session block will display its information on the right-hand side.

You can access a Session by clicking Preview, or Join, as soon as it is time for the Session to begin.

You can click on the Star to add a Session to your Favorites.

If you have a role in a session, meaning if you are a chair, moderator, or a speaker, you can find the Zoom links of each room by clicking on this message.

If you star several sessions, you can then toggle their appearance by clicking on the star icon next to the filter field. Don’t forget to click the star icon again, to see the full Scientific Program!

You can use the Filter field to search for a specific Session.
During Sessions, you can type in and submit your questions via the Live Q&A Panel* for the Moderators and Presenters to see.**

*Questions submitted via the Live Q&A module must only relate to the Session and its scientific content. For technical queries, there is a special “Live Support” Module.
**Moderators may decide not to answer questions if the number of questions is too high during the time frame of the Session.
Questions are submitted from the audience via the Live Q&A Panel* on the right-hand side of the screen. When the time for questions comes, the list of submitted questions will be shared to Moderators (only), for them to direct the questions verbally to the Speakers.**

*Questions submitted via the Live Q&A module must only relate to the Session and its scientific content. For technical queries, there is a special “Live Support” Module.

**Moderators can skip answering questions, if the number of questions exceeds the time frame of the Session.
You can use the **Meeting Hub** to communicate with other attendees.

### Meeting Hub Features

- **Type a name to search** for a fellow attendee.
- **Send a connection request** to the attendee you've chosen. Once they accept, you can communicate with them at any time during the Conference via **text message** or ask to hold a **video conversation**.
- You can also send a simple message, without previous request acceptance.

Keep in mind that the Attendee List includes all registered attendees, but someone may not be online at any given time: connection requests may thus not be accepted immediately!
The E-Poster Gallery includes the Posters of the Conference.

Here, you can type search terms to filter Posters.

You can further filter Posters by Theme by clicking on Advanced.

Hover over a Poster to enlarge the panel and see the "View Presentation" button.
You are able to peruse and download submitted Posters and leave Questions for the authors to answer.

POSTER GALLERY

You can download submitted Posters to your computer.

VIEWING POSTERS

Click on Ask a Question to leave questions for the Poster authors in the Discussion Forum.

Presenters can join in on the Discussion and respond by viewing their Discussion Forum every so often.

I. Background

Exposure to environmental pollutants has adverse health effects

• Exposure of environmental pollutants is not exposed to single pollution and does not cause only one disease.
• Especially, residents living near the vulnerable areas, which are located near industrial facilities such as mines, smelters, and manufacturing, has been chronically exposed to low pollution (Herpin et al., 2009; Laney and Weisenman, 2014; Jo et al., 2021).
• In addition, if they may have worked in a job that emits pollutants, they would have been persistently exposed to high pollution. It is known to be implicated in various diseases (Paulin et al., 2015).

Environmental risk score (ERS)
In the backend, the Discussion Forum function is found here, where you can answer attendees’ questions in writing.

Keep in mind to visit this page every so often, in order to answer any questions that may have been submitted.
The first thing to do when you face a technical problem is to refresh the Program, or log out and log in to the Platform.

If you have a small computer screen, and it looks like Timeline components are off the screen, a helpful tip is to use the Ctrl & minus (-) buttons on your keyboard, in order to zoom out and make the whole window look smaller, to view everything on screen.

Our personnel will be very happy to assist you with any questions or problems you may face!
By clicking on a company logo, you can peruse and download files and brochures that the companies have uploaded.

The Exhibition Area features the companies that sponsor the Conference. You may visit it at any time to read about them, watch their videos, and download their brochures.
The **Exhibition Area** features the companies that sponsor the Conference. You may visit it at any time to read about them, watch their videos, and download their brochures.

Exhibitors can upload **videos** and **other files** containing interesting information that you can peruse during Exhibition hours.

If the Company has a live representative available, a **green dot will appear**. You can then send a request to speak with them via **live chat** or **live meeting** during Exhibition hours.
We wish you a wonderful Virtual Experience!